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Abstract
In this paper, effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the wheel/rail dynamic force (WRDF)
was investigated. For this purpose, two deterministic and epistemic models of vehicle/track interaction were
developed, using the finite element method. Validity of the results obtained from the models was shown
through comparison between the model results and those obtained from field tests. The effects of uncertainty
of fastening system properties on the WRDF in different axle loads, vehicle speeds, rail irregularities and
various track maintenance conditions were derived through probability and sensitivity analyses. Using the
results obtained, some contours were developed to obtain the amplification of WRDF (due the uncertainty of
fastening system properties) as a function of vehicle axle load, vehicle speed and track maintenance
conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays railway slab track systems are widely used in subways and high-speed lines[1]. Wheel/Rail Dynamic Force
(WRDF) is one of the most effective parameters in analysis, design and performance of railway slab tracks [2]. According
to the literature, the greater the WRDF, the shorter lifecycle of railway tracks [3-5]. Effects of different track and rolling
stock parameters on the WRDF have been widely investigated in the literature [6, 7]. In this regard, influence of rail
irregularity and damping, track geometry parameters, nonlinearity of wheel/rail contact, vehicle properties, track
stiffness, vehicle speed, and axle load on the WRDF have been investigated in previous studies [8-10].
Rhayma et al. showed that the properties of railway track components have uncertainty [11]. As the level of track
maintenance quality condition lessens, the uncertainty level of track component properties is increased [11-14].
Salcher et al. emphasized that uncertainty of track geometry parameters has considerable effect on the WRDF [15]. For
instance, Mehrali et al. showed the effect of railway track parameters on the WRDF thorough several probability
analyses [16]. Fastening system is one of the most important track components, influencing the WRDF [4].
Properties of fastening system (such as rail-pad stiffness, rail-pad damping and magnitude of preload) change along
the time [12, 17]. In fact, properties of fastening system are dependent on several items such as track quality
maintenance, operation conditions and environmental circumstances [18, 19]. Changes in the properties of a railway
fastening system cause differences in the properties of consecutive fasteners[20, 21]. It means that properties of
fastening systems might vary from one fastener to another, causing none-uniformity of track stiffness along the
track [22]. It indicates uncertainty in consistency of the properties of fastening system [4, 14]. Zhu et al. proved that
uncertainty level of fastening properties is greater than uncertainty level of other railway slab track components
properties [17]. Kaewunruen carried out probability analysis of fastening systems and indicated that fastening system
properties have a high level of uncertainty [14]. Mohammadzadeh et al. investigated the life-cycle of fastening systems
based on the probability analysis and showed that reliability of the railway track is dependent on the fastening system
conditions [23]. Wei et al. developed a method to determine the uncertainty of fastening system properties during its
operation [22]. Yuan et al. indicated that fastening system properties are changed during the time [24]. They presented
a method to evaluate the fastening system properties deterioration during the railway operation. Yuan et al. investigated
the effects of track geometry and heavy vehicle axle load on the uncertainty of fastening system properties and indicated
that the track geometry conditions can cause defects in the fastening systems [25].
There are several studies which investigate the effect of uncertainty of a specific parameter on the response of
structures using a numerical model in conjunction with the probability analysis [26-28]. For instance Xin et al. developed
a numerical model of train-ballasted track–bridge and evaluated the influence of uncertainty of superstructure and rail
irregularities on the performance, using a probability analysis [28]. They showed that the finite element method along
with the probability analysis is a reliable way to investigate the effect of uncertainty of different parameters on the
response of structures[28].
Although the previous studies have indicated significant influences of the variation in fastening system properties
(along the track) on the WRDF [4, 29, 30], effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the WRDF is omitted in
the available literature. This research is aimed at to investigate the effects of uncertainty of fastening system properties
on the WRDF.
In this regard, two deterministic and epistemic models were developed. The results obtained from the models were
validated against the data measured from a field test carried out in this study. Through several sensitivity and probability
analyses, effects of uncertainty of fastening system on the WRDF were investigated for different vehicle and track
conditions.

2 METHODLOGY
Figure (1) presents a flowchart of this study. In this flowchart the critical steps of the research are shown. As
illustrated in Figure (1), the numerical models were developed in the first step of this research. In the second step, validity
of the results obtained from the models was investigated through comparison of the results with those obtained from a
field test. During the third step, the uncertainty of fastening properties was defined based on track maintenance level.
In the next steps, the effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the WRDF was investigated for different
axle loads, vehicle speeds, rail irregularities and track quality maintenance conditions through sensitivity and probability
analyses. Finally, the results obtained were used to develop some contours which present the uncertainty factor for
WRDF as a function of vehicle axle load, vehicle speed and level of track quality maintenance.
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Figure 1. Methodology of this research

3 DEVELOPMENT OF NUMERICAL MODEL
This section presents the details of the numerical models. Two 2D numerical models of vehicle/slab track interaction
were developed in this study [31]. In the first model (deterministic model), the stiffness and damping of fastening system
were considered constant. In the second model (epistemic model), the stiffness and damping of each fastening system
were variable. In other words, the properties of each fastening system are different from those of the adjacent fasteners
in the epistemic model [32].
The models were developed in MATLAB environment. A schematic view of the models is shown in Figure 2. The
models comprise a slab track and a vehicle. The slab track was simulated as two-layered track system using the FEM [33].
The slab track consists of two continuous layers (rail and concrete slab) [34]. The rail and concrete slab layers were laid
on fastening systems and an elastic layer, respectively. A rigid foundation was considered under the elastic layer. The rail
and concrete slab layers were simulated using the Euler-Bernouli beam element. The mass and stiffness matrices of EulerBernouli beam element are presented in Equation (1) [35].
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(1)

In equation (1), EI is the flexural rigidity of the beam element, Le stands for the length of element and Me is the mass
per length unit of the element. The damping matrix of Euler-Bernouli beam element [Ce ] was obtained based on the
Rayleigh damping coefficients (Equation (2)) [30].
[Ce ] = α[Me ] + β[K e ]

(2)
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In Equation (2), α and β are Rayleigh damping coefficients. The mass, stiffness and damping matrices of the rail and
concrete slab ([K R ], [K S ], [MR ], [MS ], [CR ] and [CS ]) were obtained based on the mass, stiffness and damping matrices
of Euler-Bernouli beam element, respectively [36]. The fastening system and elastic layer were modeled as the linear
spring-dashpot element [37]. The stiffness, mass and damping matrices of rail layer, concrete slab layer, fastening system
and elastic layer were assembled to form stiffness ([KT]), mass ([MT]) and damping ([CT]) matrices of slab track[38].
[K R ] �K R/S �
[K T ] = �
�
�K S/R � [K S ]

[MT ] = diag([MR ][MS ])
[CT ] = �

[CR ]

�CR/S �
�
�CS/R � [CS ]

(3)

In equation (3), subscripts of R, and S stand for the rail and slab degrees of freedom, respectively. Also, subscript of
R/S stands for the rail/slab interaction components. Accordingly, the governing differential equation of the motion of
slab track is presented in Equation (4) [39].
[K T ]{𝑑𝑑 𝑇𝑇 } + [CT ]�𝑑𝑑 𝑇𝑇̇ � + [MT ]�𝑑𝑑 𝑇𝑇̈ � = {𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 }

(4)

In Equation (4), {𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇 }, {𝑑𝑑 𝑇𝑇 }, �𝑑𝑑̇ 𝑇𝑇 � and �𝑑𝑑̈ 𝑇𝑇 � are the slab track force, displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors,
respectively [39].

Figure 2. Schematic view of new model

The vehicle was simulated as a wagon with ten Degrees of Freedom (DOF). As shown in Figure (2), the vehicle
comprises one car body, secondary suspension system, two bogies, primary suspension system and four wheels. The
stiffness ([K V ]), mass ([MV ]) and damping ([CV ]) matrices of the vehicle are available in the previous studies [40]. For
instance, Equation (5) presents the stiffness matrix of the vehicle [40].
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In equation (5), 𝑘𝑘1 is the primary suspension stiffness, 𝑘𝑘2 stands for the secondary suspension stiffness, a is the
distance between bogies center and b is the distance between wheelsets center in the bogies. Subsequently, the
governing differential equation of motion of the vehicle is presented in Equation (6) [39].
[K V ]{𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉 } + [CV ]�𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉̇ � + [MV ]�𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉̈ � = {𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉 }

(6)

In Equation (6), {𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉 }, {𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉 }, �𝑑𝑑̇𝑉𝑉 � and �𝑑𝑑̈𝑉𝑉 � are vehicle force, displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors,
respectively. The interaction between wheel and rail was simulated as nonlinear Hertz spring. The wheel/rail dynamic
force was obtained using Equation (7) [39, 41].
𝐹𝐹𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = �

𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 (𝑍𝑍𝑤𝑤 − 𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟 − 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑 )3/2 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑍𝑍𝑤𝑤 − 𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟 − 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑 > 0
0 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑍𝑍𝑤𝑤 − 𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟 − 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑 < 0

(7)

In Equation (7), 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 is the Hertz constant, 𝐹𝐹𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 stands for the WRDF, 𝑍𝑍𝑤𝑤 is the vertical displacement of wheel, 𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟
stands for the vertical displacement of rail and 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑 is the magnitude of rail irregularity at the wheel/rail contact point.
Equations (4) and (6) were assembled to obtain the governing differential equation of motion of whole model
(Equation 8) [39].
[K Model ]{𝑑𝑑} + [CModel ]�𝑑𝑑̇ � + [MModel ]�𝑑𝑑̈ � = {𝐹𝐹 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 }

(8)

In equation (8), {𝐹𝐹 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 }, {𝑑𝑑}, �𝑑𝑑̇ � and �𝑑𝑑̈ � are the external force, displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors of
whole model, respectively. [KModel], [MModel] and [CModel] are the stiffness, mass and damping matrices of whole model,
respectively. Newmark-Beta integration method in conjunction with full Newton-Raphson iterative scheme were used
to solve Equation (8) [40, 42].

4 VALIDATION OF MODELS
Validity of the results obtained from the models was evaluated by comparison of the results obtained from the
model and those of the field tests. The tests were performed in Line 6 of Tehran subway which was a new line with the
length of 32 kilometers, connecting south-east to north-west (Figure 3). As shown in Figure 3, the test location was
between Park-Laleh (O6) and Kargar (P6) stations [43]. The validation of the models was carried out in two steps.
Accordingly, the field tests were made in two phases. In the first step of the validation, the results obtained from the
deterministic model were compared with those obtained from the first phase of the field test. In the second step, the
results of the epistemic model were compared with those measured from the second phase of the field test. The details
are presented as follows.
4.1 First step/phase
The metro line, selected for the test, was newly constructed. It has not been under operation. In other word, the
line has perfect quality condition and the properties of all the rail fasteners along the track were constant. The results
obtained from the first phase of the field test were compared with those of the deterministic model.

Figure 3. A view of field test carried out in Tehran metro
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Slab track in the field comprises rail, concrete slab and rigid foundation (tunnel lining). A Vosloh SK-14 fastening
system connects rails and concrete slab. An elastic layer is placed between concrete slab and tunnel lining in order to
reduce train-induced vibrations[43]. Characteristics of slab track in Line 6 are presented in Table 1. A two-axle derezin
was passed over the slab track during the tests. The derezin included one carbody and two wheelsets. The wheelbase,
axle load, carbody and wheelset masses of the derezin were 4.5 m, 10 tons, 19.6 tons and 0.2 tons, respectively [43].
Table 1. Characteristic of slab track in Line 6 of Tehran metro (adapted from [43])
Value
Rail

Concrete slab

Fastening system

Elastic layer

Parameters
Mass of rail mr (kg/m)
Modulus of elasticity Er (MPa)
Inertia Ir (m4)
Length of moving track element /(m)
Mass of concrete slab mt (kg/m)
Modulus of elasticity Et (MPa)
Inertia It (m4)
Stiffness kr (MN/m)
Damping cr (kN.s/m)
Fastening space (m)
Stiffness kt (MN/m)
Damping ct (kN.s/m)

60
2.1×10e-5
3.217×10e-5
0.5
1275
3.9×10e4
8.5×10e-5
60
50
0.6
900
83

Based on Equation (7), rail displacement has a significant effect on the WRDF. Thus, the rail and concrete slab
displacements were considered as criterions to evaluate the validity of the results obtained from the model. Linear
Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDTs) produced by KANETEC company were used to measure/record
displacements of rail and concrete slab[44]. Views of LVDTs are shown in Figures (4-a) and (4-b). The derezin was passed
over the track with speeds of 20 and 50 km/h and displacements of rail and concrete slab were measured/recorded by
the LVDTs (Figure (4-c)). A view of derezin and laptop is shown in Figure (4-d-e). TMR-211 data-logger device
(manufactured by Sokki Kenkyujo) was used to acquire the data measured by LVDTs[45]. A view of Data-logger used in
the field test is shown in Figure (4-f).

Figure 4. installation of LVDTs
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Rail and concrete slab displacements were obtained from the model with consideration of characteristics of the slab
track (as in Table 1) and the vehicle as the input parameters. The results obtained were compared with those recorded
in the field test. They are presented in Figure (5). As illustrated in Figure (5), the trend of the model results is the same
as that of the measurement. The maximum difference between the results is about 7 percent. This difference can be due
to some minor differences between the model and the field (such as ambient temperature or possible small rail
irregularities). The comparison of the results indicates that there is a good agreement between the results obtained from
the field test and those of the model.

Figure 5. Comparison between results obtained from the model and those recorded in the field test

4.2. Second step/phase
In order to validate the results obtained from the epistemic model, a railway field in which the properties of
fasteners along the track are changed from one to another was prepared. To this end, the properties of the fattening
systems in the field (Line 6 of Tehran metro network, indicated in the first step) were changed manually such that the
stiffness and damping of each fastener vary from one to another According to the literature, the stiffness and damping
of a fastening system are changed as its preload is changed [20]. Therefore, the preload of each fastening system in 50
m length of the line was changed. The preload of each fastening system was a value between 10 and 30 kN.
After preparation of the field, the wheel/rail dynamic force was measured. For this purpose, an accelerometer was
installed on the wheelset (Figure (4-d)). The vehicle was passed over the 50 m length of test track and acceleration time
history of wheelset was measured using the accelerometer (Figure (8-a)). The speed of the vehicle was 25 km/h.
According to the D'Alembert's principle, the dynamic wheel/rail force was obtained using the acceleration time history
of wheelset [46]. The results are presented in Figure 8.
In order to drive the the WRDF from the model, damping and stiffness of the railway fasteners are needed. In this
regard, several dynamic tests were performed in the laboratory to drive the dynamic stiffness and damping of each
fastening system as a function of preload recorded in the field [20]. A view of laboratory test is presented in Figure (6-a).
The preload of fastening system was measured by a torque-meter (Figure (6-b)). It should be noted that the dynamic
properties of fastening system were measured based on EN 13146-9 [47]. The details of the dynamic test method are
available in the literature [20]. Figure (7) presents the results of laboratory tests which indicate dynamic stiffness and
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damping of each fastening system for 50 m length of the test track. The properties of the railway components as well as
properties of the fasteners were imported into the epistemic model and consequently the dynamic wheel/rail force was
derived.

Figure 6. Details of dynamic laboratory test of fastening system

Figure 7. Dynamic stiffness and damping of fastening system for the 50 m length of the test track

Figure (8-b) presents the comparison between the dynamic wheel/rail force obtained from the model and the test.
As illustrated in this figure, the maximum difference between the results is about 8 percent which is insignificant.

Figure 8. Time histories of acceleration and wheel/rail forces
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5 EFFECTS OF FASTENING SYSTEM UNCERTAINTY ON WRDF
In order to investigate the effects of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the WRDF, Uncertainty Factor
(UF) was obtained using Equations (9) and (10).
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝑡𝑡) =

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡)

(9)

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡)

(10)

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈(𝑡𝑡))

In Equations (9) and (10), IFUI(t) is the time history of interaction force between the wheel and the rail obtained
from the epistemic model, IFCI(t) stands for the time history of the interaction force between the wheel and the rail
obtained from the deterministic model, UF(t) is the time history of uncertainty factor and UF is the maximum of UF(t).
UF is an index to determine the effect of uncertainty of damping and stiffness of fastening system on the WRDF. The
methodology presented in Figure (9) was used in order to compute UF and consequently, evaluate the effect of
uncertainty of damping and stiffness of fastening system on the WRDF.

Figure 9. Methodology of uncertainty factor calculation

As indicated in Figure (9), in the first step, the number of sampling is determined. Monte Carlo method with Latin
Hypercube Sampling (LHS) was used to obtain the number of sampling (N) [17, 48]. In this method, the required number
of sampling (N) was obtained using Equation (11) [49].

N>

- ln(1 - D)
Pf

(11)

In Equation (11), D stands for the confidence level and 𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 is the level of vulnerability. Based on the literature, in
order to obtain acceptable results, levels of confidence and vulnerability were considered 97% and 2%, respectively [48].
As a result, N was considered 175.
The total numbers of track maintenance quality level, vehicle speed and vehicle axle load were obtained in the
second to fourth steps, respectively. In order to perform probability analyses, four loops were defined for the numbers
of sampling, track maintenance quality levels, vehicle speed, and vehicle axle load (Steps 5, 6, 8 and 9).
According to Figure (9), sample values of fastening system properties for the epistemic model were made based on
the level of track maintenance quality (Step 7). A review of the literature indicates that the standard deviation of
fastening system properties is dependent on the quality of track maintenance [17, 24]. Figure (10) presents the variation
in properties of fastening system along railway-tracks in three maintenance conditions [50]. As shown in this figure, as
the maintenance level of the track gets worse, the difference between the fastening properties increases. According to
the literature, Coefficient of Variation (CoV) of fastening system properties is 10, 30 and 50 percent for good, medium
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and poor maintenance conditions, respectively [17, 24]. Based on the data provided in the literature, Table 2 (dynamic
properties of fastening system considered in epistemic and deterministic models) was prepared [24].

Figure 10. Effect of track maintenance level on the uncertainty of fastening properties (adapted from [50])
Table 2. Dynamic properties of fastening system considered in epistemic and deterministic models
Maintenance quality
condition
Good
Medium
Poor

Parameter

Mean

CoV (%)

Min.

Max.

Unit

Stiffness
Damping
Stiffness
Damping
Stiffness
Damping

60
50
60
50
60
50

10
10
30
30
50
50

52.8
44
38.4
32
24
20

67.2
56
81.6
68
96
80

kN/mm
kN.s/m
kN/mm
kN.s/m
kN/mm
kN.s/m

The truncated normal distribution was used to obtain sample values for fastening system properties in the epistemic
model [17]. Using this method, the properties of each fastening system (stiffness and damping) are different from those of
its adjacent fasteners in the epistemic model. In the deterministic model, the properties of all fastening systems were kept
unchanged. Properties of fastening systems for the deterministic and epistemic models are presented in Figure (11). As
shown in Figure (11), the slab track length was considered 80 m. In Figure (11), the damping and stiffness of fastening
systems in the epistemic model were derived using the truncated normal distribution with damping mean value of
50 kN.s/m, stiffness mean value of 60 MN/m and CoV of 0.3 [17]. As shown in Figure (11), the properties of each fastening
system in the epistemic model are different from those of other fasteners. The damping and stiffness of all fastening systems
in the deterministic model are the damping mean value (50 kN.s/m) and the stiffness mean value (60 MN/m), respectively.

Figure 11. Fastening system properties along the track for epistemic and deterministic models

As illustrated in Figure (9), the uncertainty factor for each probability analysis is calculated (steps 10 to 11). In the
last step, the maximum effect of damping and stiffness of fastening system on the uncertainty factor is obtained in the
sensitivity analysis. The methodology presented in Figure (9) was performed for a slab track with and without rail
irregularity.
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5.1 Probability and sensitivity analyses
Probability and sensitivity analyses were performed in order to investigate the effects of uncertainty of fastening
system properties on the WRDF for slab track with and without rail irregularity. In this regard, a vehicle with properties
presented in Table (3) was passed over the slab track with characteristics presented in Table (3). The vehicle speed was
considered 20, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200 km/h. Axle load of vehicle was varied from 16 to 32 tons with intervals
of 2 tons in the probability analyses (i.e., nine different magnitudes were considered for the vehicle axle load). The track
length was considered 80 m which includes 134 fasteners. Thus, 134 sample values were assigned to the fastening
systems in the epistemic model in each analysis (see Figure (11)). As presented in Table (3), sample values of dynamic
properties of fasteners for the epistemic model were obtained based on damping mean value of 50 kN.s/m, stiffness
mean value of 60 MN/m, and three levels of standard deviation [17]. The sensitivity analysis was performed in four parts.
In the first and the second parts, the effect of uncertainty of fastener’s properties (damping and stiffness) on the WRDF
were investigated in a smooth track (track without irregularities). In the third and fourth parts, the influences of
uncertainty of damping and stiffness of fastening system on the WRDF was investigated for the track with irregularity.
Also, the mean value of dynamic stiffness and damping of fastening system for the deterministic model were considered
60 kN/mm and 50 kN.s/m, respectively [17].
Table 3. Vehicle and Slab Track Properties (adopted from [39, 43])
Vehicle Properties
Parameter
Car body mass
Bogie mass
Wheelset mass
Mass moment of inertia of the car body
Mass moment of inertia of the bogie
Primary suspension stiffness
Primary suspension damping
Secondary suspension stiffness
Secondary suspension damping
Distance between bogie center
Distance between wheelset center in bogie
Hertz spring constant

Value

Unit

40,000
3,200
2,400
547,000
6,800
2,080
100
800
120
17.5
2.5
702×10e8

Kg
Kg
Kg
Kg.m2
Kg.m2
kN/m
kN.s/m
kN/m
kN.s/m
M
M
N/m3/2

Slab Track Properties
Parameter
Value
Rail flexural rigidity
Rail mass per unit length
Fastening space
Railpad dynamic stiffness
Railpad dynamic damping
Slab flexural rigidity
Slab mass per unit length
Elastic layer Stiffness
Elastic layer Damping

6.75e6
60
0.6
60
47.7
3.31e6
275
900
83

Unit
Nm2
kg/m
M
MN/m
kN.s/m
Nm2
kg/m
MN/m
kN.s/m

For eight different magnitudes of vehicle speed, nine different values of axle load, three levels of track maintenance
quality, and 175 random samplings of fastening properties, 8925 probability analyses (3×9×175+3×8×175) were
performed and consequently, UF was obtained for each analysis, using Equations (9) and (10). For instance, Figure (12)
shows the time histories of interaction force between wheel and rail obtained from the epistemic and deterministic
models (IFUI(t) and IFCI(t)) and UF(t) for the vehicle speed of 200 km/h, axle load of 240 kN and COV of 30% (for rail
without irregularity). According to the results presented in Figure (12), the maximum values of UF(t) (UF) for uncertainty
of fastening system stiffness and damping are 5% and 2.2%, respectively. The results obtained from probability analyses
for slab track with and without rail irregularity are presented in the following sections.

Figure 12. Effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the wheel/rail force for slab track without irregularity
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5.2 Slab track without irregularity
Sometimes, defective rail is replaced by a new one and its fastening systems are not changed/replaced in process
of repair and maintenance. In this situation, while rail has no irregularity, the properties of fasteners might vary from
one to another, making non-uniformity in the stiffness of rail supporting system along the track. A question which is
raised, is how does the uncertainty of the uniformity of fasteners properties along the track might affects the WRDF. In
response to this question, the effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the WRDF for slab track without
irregularity was investigated. Figure (13) presents the effects of vehicle speed and axle load on UF for fastening properties
uncertainty of 30%. As the number of sampling (N) is 175, 175 cloud curves are drawn in Figures (13-a) and (13-b). In
other word, each cloud curve corresponds to each number of random sampling. Vehicle speed and axle load were
considered 100 km/h and 24 tons in Figure (13-a) and (13-b), respectively. As shown in Figure (13-a), when the vehicle
speed is lower than 100 km/h, the maximum value of UF is about 5% (which is negligible). On other hand, when the
vehicle speed changes from 100 to 200 km/h, UF increases considerably (about 15%). As the vehicle speed increases
from 20 to 200 km/h, the dispersion between curves increases.

Figure 13. Effects of variations of vehicle speed and axle load on UF for COV=0.3 (slab track without irregularity)

According to the results presented in Figure (13-b), as the axle load increases, UF decreases. When axle load is
greater than 24 tons, the maximum value of UF reaches to about 5 percent which is negligible. As illustrated in Figure (13-b),
uncertainty of fastening system properties has a significant effect on the WRDF for the axle load of lower than 24 tons.
In order to summarize the large amount of data presented in Figure 13, two indexes (dispersion of UF(β) and mean
value of UF (ΔUF)) were defined. Dispersion of UF(β) and mean value of UF (ΔUF) are obtained by Equations (12) and (13),
respectively [51].

∆UF = mean j (UF j )

∑

N

β=

j =1

(UF j -∆ UF ) 2
N-1

(12)

(13)

In Equations (12) and (13), j stands for the number of probability analysis, UFj is the maximum of UFj(t) obtained
from Equation 6, 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 stands for the mean function of UFj. The mean value of UF is a proper index to determine the
effecting level of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the WRDF. Figure 10 presents the mean value of the
UF for three levels of track maintenance quality (COV of 10, 30 and 50%). The vehicle axle load and vehicle speed were
considered 200 km/h and 24 tons in Figures (14-a) and (14-b), respectively. As shown in Figure (14-a), when vehicle
speed increases, the effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties increases. For instance, while the UF mean
values for three maintenance quality levels are about 1.02 in vehicle speed of 20 km/h, the UF mean value of the good,
medium and poor maintenance quality levels increases to 1.14, 1.11 and 1.08, respectively for the vehicle speed of
200 km/h.
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As vehicle axle load increases, the effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on UF decreases (Figure (14-b)).
For instance, when axle load is increased from 16 to 32, the UF is decreased about 11% and 3% for COV of 30% and 10%,
respectively. Figure (14) shows that the maximum effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the mean value
of UF is about 15%.

Figure 14. Effects of variations of vehicle speed and axle load on UF mean value for three levels of maintenance quality for slab
track without irregularity

Figure (15) presents the effects of variations of vehicle speed and axle load on dispersion of UF for different levels
of track maintenance quality. As illustrated in Figure (15), the maximum dispersion reaches to about 0.045. This means
that uncertainty of fastening system properties has not significant effect on the UF in slab track without irregularity.

Figure 15. Dispersion of UF for different levels of maintenance quality for slab track without irregularity

The uncertainties of stiffness and damping of fastening system were the same in the data presented in Figures 14
to 15. In other word, when COV of fastening system stiffness was 10, 30 and 50%, COV of fastening system damping was
10, 30 and 50%, respectively. Further random analyses (sensitivity analyses) were carried out to find out which one
(uncertainty of stiffness or damping) has greater effect on the UF. In this regard, COVs of stiffness and damping of
fastening system were varied independently during sensitivity analyses. Figure 16 shows the results obtained from
sensitivity analyses. The axle load is considered 24 tons in Figure 16(a). Vehicle speed is considered 200 km/h in
Figure 16(b).
As shown in Figure (16-a), when vehicle speed or COV of fastening properties increases, the COV of UF increases.
Figure (16-a) shows that variation of COV of fastening system stiffness has a greater influence on the COV of UF compared
with that of fastening system damping. As shown in Figure (16-b), as vehicle axle load increases or COV of fastening
properties decreases, the COV of UF decreases.
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Figure 16. Effect of COV of fastening system properties on the COV of UF for slab track without irregularity

5.3 Slab track with irregularity
According to the literature, the existence of rail irregularities considerably intensifies the effects of other parameters
on the WRDF [52-54]. In order to investigate the effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the WRDF in
presence of rail irregularities, a sinusoidal irregularity with wavelength of 3 m and amplitude of 7 mm (as mostly reported
in the literature [35]) was considered on the rail surface of the track studied in the previous section. All probability and
sensitivity analyses performed in the previous section were carried out in this section with consideration of the sinusoidal
irregularity on rail surface. The effects of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the UF in the presence of
irregularity are shown in Figure 13 for different vehicle speeds and axle loads. The vehicle axle load and vehicle speed
are 24 tons and 100 km/h in Figures (17-a) and (17-b), respectively. The trend of results presented in Figure 17 is the
same as that of Figure 13. As shown in Figure 13, when vehicle speed increases from 10 to 100 km/h, the UF increases
up to about 5% (which is same as that of slab track without irregularity). On other hand, as the vehicle speed increases
from 100 to 200 km/h, the UF increases significantly (from 1.05% to 1.5%). A comparison between Figures 17 and 13
shows that rail irregularity increases the effects of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the UF. For instance,
when vehicle speed increases 100 percent, the UF increases up to 40% and 15% for the slab tracks with and without
irregularity, respectively.

Figure 17. Effects of variations of vehicle speed and axle load on UF for COV=0.3 in presence of irregularity

The mean values of UF for different levels of maintenance quality, vehicle speeds and vehicle axle loads are
presented in Figure 18. According to Figure 14, the difference between the mean values of different levels of
maintenance quality increases when the vehicle speed increases or the vehicle axle load decreases. The lower level of
maintenance quality, the greater difference between mean values of UF. It means that probability methods with high
reliability (such as Monte Carlo with LHS) should be used in order to investigate the effect of uncertainty of fastening
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system properties on the WRDF in presence of rail irregularity [15]. Results obtained shows that the difference between
mean values of poor and good maintenance quality levels is about 4% for vehicle speed of 100 km/h (see Figure (18-a)).
As vehicle speed increases from 100 to 200 km/h, the difference reaches to 14%. On other hand, the maximum difference
between different levels of maintenance quality is limited to 5% for vehicle speeds lower than 100 km/h and axle loads
greater than 24 tons. The results presented in Figure (18-a) indicate that the maximum effect of uncertainty of fastening
system properties on the wheel/rail force reaches to about 35% for slab tracks with irregularity.

Figure 18. Effects of variations of vehicle speed and axle load on UF mean value for three levels of maintenance quality in presence
of irregularity

Figure 19 shows the effects of variations of vehicle speed and axle load on dispersion of UF for different levels of
track maintenance quality in presence of irregularity. As shown in Figure 19, the greater vehicle speed, the greater
dispersion of UF. As illustrated in Figure (19), when vehicle speed is 200 km/h, the dispersion of UF for low quality
maintenance condition reaches to a considerable value (0.06). When the vehicle axle load decreases, the dispersion of
UF increases (Figure (19-b)). According to Figure (19), the maximum dispersion of UF is about 0.02 when vehicle speed is
lower than 100 km/h or vehicle axle load is greater than 24 tons.

Figure 19. Dispersion of AF for different levels of maintenance quality in presence of irregularity

Figure (20-a) shows the effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the covariance (COV) of UF for axle
load of 16, 20, 24 and 28 tons and vehicle speed of 100 km/h in the presence of rail irregularity. Figure (20-b) presents
effect of uncertainty of fastening properties on the covariance (COV) of UF for vehicle speeds of 10, 50, 100 and 200 km/h
and axle load of 24 tons in presence of irregularity. As shown in Figure (20-b), as vehicle speed or COV of fastening
properties increases, the COV of UF increases. When the vehicle speed is 200 km/h, the maximum COV of UF is about
20% and 13% for uncertainty of stiffness and damping of fastening properties, respectively. As shown in Figure (20-a),
variation of vehicle axle load has not significant effect on the COV of UF. For instance, when vehicle axle load increases
75%, the COV of UF increases 3% and 1.5% for uncertainties of stiffness and damping, respectively.
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Figure 20. Effect of COV of fastening system properties on the COV of UF for slab track with irregularity

6 DEVELOPMENT UNCERTAINTY FACTOR FOR WRDF
In this research, it was shown that the amount of WRDF is considerably influenced by the uncertainty of fastening
system properties. It was also shown that the variation in the WRDF due to uncertainty of fastener properties depends
on the level of track maintenance quality, vehicle speed, vehicle axle load, and rail irregularity. To drive amplification of
WRDF due the uncertainty of fastening system properties, probability analyses were performed for various vehicle
speeds, vehicle axle loads and levels of real irregularity profile (i.e, track maintenance quality condition).
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) Code presented real irregularity profile for different quality levels of track
maintenance (six classes) [51, 55-57]. As the level of track maintenance quality decreases, the severity of irregularity
profile increases. Based on the previous studies, irregularity classes 1, 4 and 6 of FRA were considered as irregularity
profiles for the track with poor (COV=10), medium (COV=30) and good (COV=50) maintenance quality condition,
respectively [58, 59]. Figure (21) presents three classes of irregularity profiles obtained from FRA.

Figure 21. Real irregularity profile (adapted from [51, 55-57])

Real profile irregularities presented in Figure 21 were considered on the rail surface of the track described in the
previous section and 50400 probability analyses were performed for the slab track with the three irregularity profiles.
For each probability analysis, the mean value of UF (∆𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 ) obtained from Equation 12 was considered as an index to show
the variation of WRDF. The results obtained from the probability analyses are shown in Figure 22. Figures 22(a), 22(b)
and 22(c) are related to good, medium and poor levels of maintenance quality, respectively.
Using Figure (22), one can derive ∆𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 based on level of track maintenance quality, vehicle speed and axle load. For
instance, when vehicle axle load is 240 kN, vehicle speed is 140 km/h and the track is in good maintenance quality 1.1 is
obtained for ∆𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 (Figure 22-a). According to Figure (22), the maximum variation of WRDF due to the uncertainty of
fastening system properties is about 1.16, 1.3 and 1.5 for good, medium and pool level of track maintenance quality,
respectively. The results obtained indicate that the uncertainty of fastening system properties causes a relatively
significant increase in WRDF.
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Figure 22. uncertainty factor contours

7 CONCLUSION
Although fastening system properties have uncertainty, the influence of uncertainty of fastening system properties
on the Wheel/Rail Dynamic Force (WRDF) is omitted in the previous studies. In this regard, effects of uncertainty of
fastening system properties on the WRDF were investigated in this research. To this end, two 2D models (deterministic
and epistemic models) of vehicle/ slab track interaction were developed using finite element method and multi body
system dynamics. The models include wagon, rail, fastening system, concrete slab, elastic layer, and subgrade. In the
deterministic model, the stiffness and damping of fastening system were considered constant. The uncertainty of
fastening system properties was considered in the epistemic model. The validity of the results obtained from the model
was shown through a comparison between the results and those obtained from field test carried out in this study. A
criterion named as Uncertainty Factor (UF) was defined in order to investigate the effects of uncertainty of fastening
system on the WRDF. A large number of probability and sensitivity analyses were performed in different vehicle axle
loads, vehicle speeds and different levels of track quality maintenance condition in order to calculate UF (Uncertainty
Factor: the percent of increase/decrease on the WRDF due to uncertainty of fasteners properties). The analyses were
carried out for slab track with and without irregularity.
The results obtained from the aleatory analyses show that uncertainty of fastening system properties has not
significant effect on the WRDF in slab track without irregularity although when vehicle speed increases or vehicle axle
load decreases, the effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the WRDF increases. The results obtained
indicate that the maximum effect of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the mean value of UF is about 15%
for slab track without irregularity. On the other hand, UF was dramatically influenced by the uncertainty of fastening
system properties in a slab track with irregularity. For instance, when vehicle speed increases 100 percent, the UF
increases up to 40% in the case of slab tracks with irregularity.
A large number of probability analyses were carried out for different vehicle speeds, vehicle axle loads, levels of
track maintenance quality and real profile irregularities. Using the results obtained, the mean value of UF for the effect
of uncertainty of fastening system properties on the WRDF was derived. Several counters were developed which provide
the mean value of uncertainty factor (i.e., an amplification factor for the WRDF) as a function of vehicle axle load, vehicle
speed and track quality maintenance conditions.
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